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It is a vision in which values such as Integrity, Wholeness, Authenticity, Social Justice and Racial
Equality have true meaning and are fully expressed in school communities, through the way
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Our Mission

Professsor Rachel Lofthouse

Our mission is to inspire, nurture and support school leaders to model these values and
lead with authenticity, courage and clear purpose. Through our range of coaching and
leadership development programmes we aim to:
-Promote wellbeing on a personal, professional and societal level
-Inspire organisational improvement and social change
-Support self-aware, ethical, sustainable and humanitarian leadership
-Enable our school leaders to solve complex problems and transform the lives of the pupils
and communities they serve

Context
Through the Black Lives Matter Movement race equality and social justice have now been firmly
placed back on the agenda and schools must be at the forefront as agents for change.
Black children and Black teachers need to know that in the UK education system their lives
really do matter and see this evidenced as part of their daily lived reality.
Headteachers and senior school leaders have a key role to play in making this happen.
Together, you shape the culture, the vision, the ethos for your school. Together, you determine
in practice what racial equality and social justice look like. And together, you must decide the
leadership that is needed for these times.
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It will require you to have difficult conversations and face uncomfortable truths. Yet it is these
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In an education system in which “Black Caribbean underachievement is real and persistent and
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they are the
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the lowest
performing group in the country” (Demie and McLean –
2017) it is a moral imperative for every school leader to show ethical leadership and to do what
is necessary to raise the attainment outcomes for this group.
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Martin Luther King said, “The arc of the Universe bends towards justice” but this depends on our
participation. This programme is an invitation to all senior school leaders to stand on the right
side of history and to participate in a programme that will create new possibilities for future
generations.

Overview
This is a year-long school improvement programme, designed to impact
leadership policy and practice. The programme consists of four core elements:
Race Equality Workshops (Headteacher and designated senior leaders)
Reflective Enquiry Sessions (Headteacher and designated senior leaders)
Race Literacy Coaching (Headteacher)
Strategic Reflection Session (Headteacher and designated senior leaders)

Benefits
Our ‘Race, identity and School Leadership’
Programme is for senior school leaders who want
to engage in race and achievement conversations,
in order to create change for both themselves and
their schools.
The aims of the programme are to provide spaces for school
leaders to:
– Identify key principles of racial equality and social justice
and what best practice looks like in individual school contexts
– Question and reflect on the prevailing narratives that have
shaped the discourse on race and identity and the education
of all pupils
– Use a narrative enquiry framework to help school leaders
create personal and organisational narratives that support the
achievement of pupils of different races and backgrounds
– Develop the necessary psychological and emotional tools
for engaging in courageous conversations about race
– Increase their own sense of personal agency and ability to
act as an agents of change

Structure
Workshops
For Headteachers and Senior Leaders
The workshops are for senior leaders and
are designed to provide a safe space for
sharing, reflecting and developing
confidence, understanding and expertise on:
– Understanding how race needs to be addressed in
schools to positively shape the experiences of pupils
of colour and those who have been racialized as
white.
– The creation of leadership narratives and how they
shape a school culture, climate and ethos
– How to engage in school-wide dialogue that will
inform Professional practice and impact positively on
the lived experiences of all members of the school
community.

Reflective Enquiry Group Sessions
For Headteachers and Senior Leaders
The sessions are designed to build upon
themes covered in the workshops and
provide a safe space for senior leaders to
reflect critically as group, in order to:
– Extend their thinking around racial equality and
social justice
– Analyse current policies and practice and
identify where improvements can be made
– Rehearse and gain confidence in their ability to
talk about race and pupil achievement

Coaching for
Racial Literacy

Why do leaders need support in Race Literacy?
Deciding to stand up to racism and to be overtly anti-racist is a brave
and courageous decision for any school leader.
For Heads in particular, it is a decision that will ask more of you than perhaps any
other leadership challenge that you have faced in your career.
The NPQH or any other similar leadership qualifications will not have sufficiently
prepared you to lead this vital work.
Yet, if you are to be successful in leading in this area, you will need to discover for
yourself what good, grounded, confident Anti-racist leadership looks like for you
and in your own school context.

Coaching for
Racial Literacy

Key Benefits
Typically, the benefits for Heads who take up
this service are:
Increased ability to think clearly and respond
effectively to the demands of their role and the
race agenda in their school
Enhanced self-awareness and ability to
understand how their own racial identity can
positively support this work
A greater sense of personal fulfilment and
confidence when leading on and discussing race
with peers and others
Enhanced understanding of personal strengths
and areas for development and how to work with
both, for the benefit of self, others and the wider
school community
Better relationships founded on a secure
understanding of race dynamics

Workshop Content
What

Theme/Key Focus

Online
Orientation
Session

Programme aims
and philosophy

By the end of this module, individuals will have:
- Understood the context for the programme and how
it relates to their own contexts
- Explored the underlying philosophy behind the
programme

Duration: 45 Minutes

- Reflected on the programme structure

Introduction
Session
Duration: 3 Hours

Preparing
emotionally and
psychologically for
the work ahead

- Considered strategies for staying present in
conversations about race and racism
- Explored the emotional and psychological dimensions
of race
- Reflected on the dynamics of inter and intra personal
relationships

Race and
Pedagogy
Workshop

Introduction to
Race and
Pedagogy

Duration: 3 Hours

Reflective
Enquiry Session

- Reflected critically on their own practice as teachers
- Explored a range of educational pedagogies and how
they have shaped approaches to race in the classroom
- Considered necessary changes to create greater
inclusion and diversity in the classroom

Race Talk

- Explored the dimensions of racial literacy
- Increased their own self-awareness with regards to
competency development

Duration: 3 Hours

- Considered professional areas for research

Race and
Pedagogy
Workshop

Race and
Socialisation

- Explored social norms and their impact on the race
socialisation process
- The race socialisation cycle

Duration: 3 Hours

- Related the race socialisation cycle to individual race
narratives

Reflective
Enquiry Session
Duration: 3 Hours

Race Identity
Development

- Reviewed practices for teacher reflection and their impact
on critical race awareness
- Explored the concept of teacher personhood and race
- Considered the relationship between teaching, vocation
and race in schools

Workshop Content
What

Theme/Key Focus

Race and
Pedagogy
Workshop

Anti-Racism and
Wholeness

By the end of this module, individuals will have:
- Reviewed practices for teacher reflection and their
impact on critical race awareness
- Explored the concept of teacher personhood and
race

Duration: 3 Hours

- Considered the relationship between teaching,
vocation and race in schools

Reflective
Enquiry Session

Anti-Racism and
Social Justice

Duration: 3 Hours

- Identified steps for embedding learning and best
practice
- Explored aspects of liberatory consciousness
- Considered frameworks for pedagogies of social justice

Strategic
Reflection
Session

Presentations

- Shared with peers key learning from professional
race research
- Received feedback and identified next steps

Duration: 3 Hours

- Celebrated their own learning and progress made

“If you have the privilege of working within and leading a school
community, it is vital that you understand the nature of your own
race and identity as well as that of the diverse community you serve.
It is vital for leaders to be both racially literate and culturally
competent if everyone in the community is to flourish, and if
parents are to have the confidence that the school provides an antiracist environment."
Colette Morris, Headteacher, Christ Church CofE Primary School

Register your Interest
To register your interest and for further information, please contact Integrity Coaching.

Website: www.integritycoaching.co.uk/identity-race-programme
Email: office@integritycoaching.co.uk

